
PRO-M II OPeRatIOn:
1. Battery Installation: Open the battery 

compartment door located on the side of the 
PRO-M II by grasping the textured area with 
your thumb and sliding the door off. (See 
image ) Insert the supplied (3) aaa 1.5V 
niMH rechargeable batteries into the battery 
compartment as indicated with the direction of 
positive (+) and negative (-) polarity.

2. Proper Method for Holding the PRO-M II: Be 
certain that as you develop your own comfortable 
technique for holding the tester that one or more 
of your fingers makes contact with the metal grip 
area (See image  for metal grip location) at all 
times. If held in the right hand it is suggested that 
the tester be held like a writing pen while pressing 
your middle finger against the “V” shaped bottom 
part of the metal grip insert, with the users thumb 
and forefinger grasping the sides of the PRO-M 
II to maintain control. (note:  Please see image 

 on the left for the correct way of holding the 
PRO-M II to achieve the best test results.)

3. LeD Illuminator: Please note that the LeD 
Illuminator allows the user to easily see which 
stone they are testing to confirm that only 
the stone is being tested and the setting isn’t 
accidentally being touched.

4. testing Mounted Stones: turn the switch at the 
end of the tester to the On position and the 
PRO-M II is ready to begin testing immediately. 
Make sure the stone being tested is clean and 

dry. With one hand hold the mounted stone and 
in the other hand hold the tester. Lightly, carefully, 
yet firmly touch the probe tip to the table (flat top 
part of the stone), while being certain not to touch 
the setting (including gold, platinum and silver). 
touch the probe tip to the stone just long enough 
to establish a reading (one or two seconds). 
always be careful not to touch the metal setting.  
a continuous beep tone will indicate the metal 
setting has been accidentally touched.   
WARNING: While typically being an electrically 
conductive gemstone, not all moissanite 
gemstones are equally conductive and in rare 
cases, some moissanite gemstones are not 
electrically conductive at all.  While the PRO-M 
II can easily help to identify moissanite in the 
majority of cases, it may be necessary to touch 
the probe tip to different locations on the stone 
by simply dragging the probe tip from the table of 
the stone, to the stones girdle (side edge), around 
the crown (top edge) etc. since there may only 
be some areas of the stone where the electrical 
conductivity property may be present.

5. testing Loose Stones: turn the switch at the end 
of the tester to the On position and the PRO-M II 
is ready to begin testing immediately. Make sure 
the stone being tested is clean and dry. Place 
the loose stone in the supplied aluminum testing 
plate or metal tweezers and hold it steady with 
one hand. With the other hand, while holding 
the PRO-M II touch the probe tip to the loose 

stone on the table (flat top part of the stone) in 
its center while being certain not to touch the 
aluminum testing plate.  Follow the normal testing 
procedure. 
WARNING: While typically being an electrically 
conductive gemstone, not all moissanite 
gemstones are equally conductive and in rare 
cases, some moissanite gemstones are not 
electrically conductive at all.  While the PRO-M 
II can easily help to identify moissanite in the 
majority of cases, it may be necessary to touch 
the probe tip to different locations on the stone 
by simply dragging the probe tip from the table of 
the stone, to the stones girdle (side edge), around 
the crown (top edge) etc. since there may only 
be some areas of the stone where the electrical 
conductivity property may be present.

6. the probe tip must be cleaned periodically to 
ensure proper contact with the stone being 
tested. to clean the probe tip, take a piece of 
uncoated white copy or printing paper.  Lay it on 
a table or counter or other flat surface. Place the 
tester in a level 90-degree angle with the probe 
tip lightly touching the paper. apply enough 
force or pressure to gently depress the spring 
loaded probe tip slightly inside the housing.  then 
carefully rub the probe tip back and forth on the 
paper to clean it.

7. Low Battery Indication:  If the first red light in 
the LeD bar graph lights up, this is an indication 
that the niMH rechargeable batteries must be 

recharged. If using alkaline batteries, they must 
be replaced.

8. the PRO-M II features an auto-off or power 
down function to preserve its battery life and 
will automatically turn itself off after a period of 
10 minutes. after powering down, if you wish 
to resume using the PRO-M II, simply turn the 
testers power switch off and then back on again. 
there is no warm-up time required so you may 
begin testing again immediately at that time.

MaIntenance:
1. the PRO-M II is a very sensitive instrument. You 

should always protect it when it is not in use.  
2. always replace the cap or protective probe 

tip cover to keep the probe tip from becoming 
accidentally damaged.

3. always recharge the niMH rechargeable batteries 
so that the PRO-M II will be fully charged and 
ready to test when portability is needed.

4. If used, always replace alkaline batteries after 
long periods of time to prevent premature 
corrosion or battery leakage, which is common 
with old or spent alkaline batteries after a period 
of time, because damage to the PRO-M II may 
occur and void the warranty.   

5. the probe tip must be cleaned periodically to 
ensure proper contact with the stone being 
tested. to clean the probe tip, take a piece of 
uncoated white copy or printing paper and lay it 
on a table or counter or other flat surface. Place 

the tester in a 90-degree angle with the probe tip 
touching the paper. apply enough force to gently 
depress the spring loaded probe tip inside the 
housing and then carefully rub the probe tip back 
and forth on the paper to clean it.

SPecIFIcatIOnS: 
•  Working Voltage: DC 1.2V (3) × AAA NiMH, DC 

1.5V (3) x aaa alkaline batteries or its universal 
voltage 100V- 240V ac adaptor.

•  Probe Tip Warm-Up Time: None required. 
•  NiMH and Alkaline Battery Working Time: 

approximately 2 hours of continuous use. 
•  Working Temperature: 65ºF to 86ºF. 
•  Air Relative Humidity: <80%
•  Net weight: 71g (not including battery). 

CAUTioN: 
•  Disassembling the PRo-M ii other than to replace 

the batteries voids the warranty.

VisUAl sigNs oF MoissANiTe: 
• Always be conscious of the fact that most 

moissanite gemstones are more typically in the 
I-K diamond color range and tend to have a 
yellow/green hue. aside from this telltale sign of 
moissanite, also know that all moissanite is doubly 
refractive, which may be observed by using a 10X 
gemoro Hastings triplet loupe.
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Hold as shown 
and remove 
protective cap 
to expose 
probe tip.

Touch probe 
tip to stone at 
90˚ angle while 
the white LED 
illuminates it.

LED bar graph 
and green 
glowing probe 
tip cone identify 
moissanite (or 
synthetic 
diamond).
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Operating Procedure 
& Owners Manual
congratulations on your purchase of the PRO-M II 
moissanite tester by gemoro superior instruments, 
the most trusted name in gemological instrumentation 
for the jewelry industry. the PRO-M II detects the 
unique property inherent in the majority of moissanite 
gemstones called electrical conductivity, since 
moissanite conducts electricity faster than all other 
natural white or colorless gemstones.  Because some 
fancy natural colored diamonds and some fancy 
treated colored diamonds, including rare type IIb blue 
diamonds are electrically conductive, the PRO-M II 
is a reliable colorless, to near colorless moissanite 
gemstone tester only.  the PRO-M II can effectively 
and quickly help to distinguish a moissanite (silicon 
carbide) gemstone from diamond since natural 
diamonds are only rarely electrically conductive.  

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER: The PRO-M II is a 
helpful screening tool, which is designed to be 
used as a quick method for helping to identify 
moissanite.  The PRO-M II is not designed 
or meant to be used as the final method for 
determining the authenticity or identity of the 
gemstone being tested. The final determination 
of the identity of any gemstone, whether genuine 
or not, should only be made by a trained and 
accredited gemologist. Neither GemOro nor 
any of its affiliates, dealers or distributors shall 
be held liable for any loss and/or damages 
associated with the use of the PRO-M II. No 
warranties exist with respect to the PRO-M II 
or its use other than those expressly contained 
herein. All other warranties of any kind or 
character whatsoever, whether expressed or 
implied, including warranties of merchantability 
or fitness for a particular purpose, are hereby 
disclaimed and are excluded from the warranties 
hereunder. In the event that a claim is made with 
respect to the PRO-M II or its use, the maximum 
liability of GemOro, and its affiliates, dealers 
and distributors shall be the amount paid for the 
PRO-M II.

PLEASE READ BEFORE USING THE PROVIDED 
NiMH RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES: the niMH 
rechargeable batteries which have been provided 
with your tester must be fully charged for 8 hours 

prior to the tester being powered by the batteries.  
While the batteries are being charged, the tester 
may be used as desired while being powered by the 
ac current.   

PLEASE READ BEFORE USING ALKALINE 
BATTERIES INSTEAD OF THE NiMH BATTERIES: 
When using non-rechargeable, alkaline batteries 
(instead of the provided niMH batteries), it 
is recommended that you do not use the ac 
adaptor/charger to power the tester.  When using 
the ac adaptor/charger to power the tester, it 
is recommended to always remove the non-
rechargeable alkaline batteries from inside of the 
tester.

PRO-M II cOnDItIOnS FOR IDeaL OPeRatIOn:
1.   the tester should be used in the following 

environmental conditions.
       • Working temperature: 50ºF to 86ºF. 
       • Air relative humidity: <80%.
2.   the stone being tested must be dry. If the 

surface of the stone is wet or has the any type of 
the surface moisture, it will not test correctly.

3.   the stone being tested must be clean. aside 
from obvious dirt that may be visibly present, 
there may also be hand oil or other contaminates 
that may not be visible which may impact its 
ability to test as it was designed. always be 
certain to clean the gemstone being tested with 
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your gemoro ultrasonic or steamer or other 
appropriate means and thoroughly dry and/or 
remove any cleaning chemicals remaining on the 
gemstone prior to testing.

PRo-M ii FeATURes:
1.   Helps to identify moissanite gemstones.
2.   Quickly assists with testing most any size 

moissanite gemstone, whether mounted or 
loose.

3.   ergonomic design with special durable 
UlTRAgrip paint finish allows for superior ease 
of use.

4.   LeD Illuminator - Positioned under the probe tip, 
the LeD Illuminator is a super bright white LeD 
which illuminates the stone being tested.

5.   equipped with a spring-loaded probe tip 
designed to help protect the probe tip if 
excessive force is used when testing or it is 
accidentally dropped. 

6.   european style chrome plated accent panels.
7.   includes a premium gemoro embossed black 

leatherette presentation style storage case, 
leatherette carrying pouch, aluminum loose 
stone holder, as well as (3) user-replaceable 
niMH rechargeable batteries for maximum 
portability and a universal multi-voltage 
100v-240v ac adaptor/charger.

8.  It may be powered with its supplied niMH 
rechargeable batteries, by alkaline batteries 

WaRRantY:
Congratulations on your purchase of the gemoro 
PRO-M II moissanite tester, the ultimate protection 
against from moissanite when used as a diamond 
simulant! Your PRO-M II electronics feature a 
LIFetIMe LIMIteD WaRRantY if the PRO-M II 
does not perform to the above stated specifications 
and user abuse was not determined by the factory 
to be the cause of the failure. (the probe tip, LeD 
Illuminator, LeD bar graph and glowing probe tip 
cone are covered by a two year limited warranty 
only and user abuse was not determined by the 
factory to be the cause of the failure). Batteries 
are not covered under this warranty at all. these 
warranties become effective from the date of the 
testers original purchase assuming the purchaser 
fills out the WARRANTY RegisTRATioN FoRM at 
www.gemoroproducts.com/warrantyregistration 
and emails a copy of their invoice (bill of sale) to 
gemoroservice@sykessler.com, within 30 days 
of its purchase. If this criteria is not followed, the 
PRO-M II will automatically be covered by a 90 DaY 
LIMIteD WaRRantY from the date of your PRO-M 
II purchase, as noted on the bill of sale (if supplied) 
or through the PRO-M II serial number tracking 
system as interpreted by the factory. In the event 
the PRO-M II is no longer available or has been 
discontinued and warranty coverage is applicable, 
at the factory’s sole discretion, an equivalent tester 
may be substituted in place of the defective PRO-M 

II. the purchaser shall incur the cost for postage, 
insurance and handling for all warranty and non-
warranty repairs.

GemOro 
sUPeRioR iNsTRUMeNTs
attention:  PRO-M II Warranty Registration
10455 Olympic Drive  
Dallas, Texas 75220 UsA
PHOne 214.351.0380 or 800.527.0719
FaX 214.351.1903 or 800.832.9871 
gemoroservice@sykessler.com  
www.gemoroproduucts.com 

or by its ac adaptor/charger. When niMH 
batteries are installed in the PRO-M II, the ac 
adaptor/charger may be used for recharging 
the batteries.  (Please see battery usage and 
charging instructions below prior to operating.)

9.   the PRO-M II features an auto-off or power 
down function to preserve its battery life and 
will automatically turn itself off after a period of 
10 minutes. after powering down, if you wish 
to resume using the PRO-M II, simply turn the 
testers power switch off and then back on again. 
there is no warm-up time required so you may 
begin testing again immediately at that time.

10. leD Bar graph indicator - High-tech color-
coded bar graph visually indicates: 
gReeN = Moissanite (or synthetic diamond).
FlAsHiNg ReD = low battery.
ReD= Metal setting has been touched.

11. glowing Probe Tip Cone indicator - innovative 
corresponding color-coded probe tip cone 
indicates:
gReeN = Moissanite (or synthetic diamond).
ReD = Metal setting has been touched.

12. Beep tone Indicator – audible beep tone 
indicates:

      Alternating = Moissanite (or synthetic diamond).
      Continuous = Metal setting has been touched.

GemOro 
ULTRA PRO 
tester ChargIng stand

The UltraPro is a sleek, low profile battery-charging stand 
conveniently designed for recharging the NiMH batteries used 
in all second generation GemOro UltraTester II, PRO-D II and 
PRO-M II testers.  The attractive UltraPro may be securely 
placed on your showroom counter, showcase or desk with 
your tester inserted, so that it is within easy reach, fully 
charged at all times and ready for cordless or fully portable 
use.  The testers supplied multi-voltage 100-240v AC 
adaptor/charger is required to power this device.
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IMPORTANT:  to activate 
the batteries before using or 
charging, remove the black 
insulator tab located in the 
battery compartment as shown.




